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Kinetoplastid protozoa such as trypanosomes and

Leishmania are important because they cause human

disease. These parasites are named after one of their

most unusual features, a mitochondrial DNA known as

kinetoplast DNA (kDNA). Unlike all other DNA in nature,

kDNA comprises a giant network of interlocked DNA

rings with a topology resembling that of medieval chain

mail. The replication of the kDNA network is more

complex than previously thought, and the discovery of

new proteins involved in this process is currently the

best approach for illuminating the replication

mechanism.
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Figure 1. EMs of Crithidia fasciculata kDNA. (a) Segment of intact network. Small

loops areminicircles, and longer strands (arrow) are parts of maxicircles. The entire

network is elliptical, planar and w10 mm by 15 mm. Scale barZ0.3 mm (b) kDNA
A DNA network

Although the kinetoplast was first recognized over a
century ago as a structure that stains with basic dyes, it
was not until 35 years ago that several investigators
discovered by electron microscopy that it is a DNAwith an
extraordinary network structure [1–4]. The network
requires a unique replication mechanism, and that is the
subject of this review. We describe the current under-
standing of kinetoplast DNA (kDNA) replication, point out
some unanswered questions about the replication process
and review approaches currently used for answering these
questions. For a different perspective, see other recent
reviews on kDNA replication [5,6] and evolution [7].

kDNA structure

The network is composed of two types of DNA rings; there
are a few thousand minicircles and a few dozen
maxicircles. These building blocks and their organization
are difficult to discern in an electron micrograph (EM) of
an isolated network (Figure 1a shows a network from
Crithidia fasciculata). However, minicircles and maxi-
circles are easily visualized after decatenation of the
network by a topoisomerase II (Figure 1b). Minicircles in
C. fasciculata networks, which are unusual in being
covalently closed but not supercoiled [8], are interlocked
with an average of three neighboring minicircles [9].
Maxicircles are not only threaded through the minicircle
network (Figure 1a) but, in Trypanosoma equiperdum,
they are also linked to each other, forming a ‘network
within a network’ [10].

Each parasite cell has only one mitochondrion, and it
contains a single kDNA network that is condensed into a
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disk-shaped structure. Figure 2 shows EMs of Trypano-
soma brucei, with the kDNA disk in cross-section. The
disk is positioned in a specialized region of the mitochon-
drial matrix near the flagellar basal body. As shown in
Figure 3, the minicircles in the kDNA disk are stretched
parallel to the axis of the disk, a configuration stabilized
by histone-like proteins [11].
The genetic function of kDNA

Maxicircle gene products, similarly to those of mito-
chondrial DNAs (mDNAs) in higher eukaryotes, include
rRNAs and subunits of respiratory complexes. However,
kinetoplastid mitochondrial gene expression is remark-
able, in that it is a cooperative endeavor between
transcripts of both maxicircles and minicircles. This
cooperation is necessary because maxicircle transcripts
are cryptic and require editing to form a functional mRNA.
Editing involves the precise insertion or deletion of
uridylate residues at internal sites within the maxicircle
transcript. Amazingly, uridylate residues incorporated by
editing constitute half of the protein-coding sequence in
some transcripts. Editing specificity is controlled by
minicircle-encoded guide RNAs that serve as templates
for uridylate-insertion and deletion. Because of extensive
editing of a variety of maxicircle transcripts, many guide
RNAs are needed. These are encoded by minicircles that
differ in sequence, explaining the large repertoire of
minicircle sequences in a kDNA network [12,13].
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network, decatenated by topoisomerase II, showing individual minicircles (2.5 kb)

and a single maxicircle (arrow, 38 kb). Scale barZ0.5 mm. Images reproduced, with

permission, from Ref. [58].
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Figure 2. EMs of Trypanosoma brucei showing cross-sections through KD. (a) The

KD is probably in an early stage of replication. (b) The KD, having expanded

laterally, is probably in a late stage of replication. The region below the kDNA disk is

the KFZ, where minicircle replication begins (Figure 3). The electron-dense regions

flanking the kDNA disk in (a) probably represent the antipodal sites (AS) at which

later stages of minicircle replication occur (Figure 3). The dense region in the KFZ in

(a) and (b) represents the unilateral filaments that contribute to the linkage between

the kDNA and the flagellar basal body [48] (Figure 5); the replication machinery

(Figure 3) could also contribute to this electron density. The ellipse (red) in the KFZ

in (a) represents a free minicircle, drawn approximately to scale. Scale barZ
250 nm. Images modified, with permission, from Ref. [48].
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Overview of kDNA replication

kDNA replication involves doubling of the number of
minicircles and maxicircles and distributing the
progeny into two daughter networks which are each
identical to the parent network. It is essential that the
repertoire of different minicircle sequences be main-
tained during replication because loss of all copies of a
minicircle sequence would result in depletion of a crucial
guide RNA.
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Figure 3. kDNA-replication model based on studies of both Crithidia fasciculata and Tryp
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There are four key features of the kDNA-replication
scheme. First, replication occurs during a distinct period
of the cell cycle, close to the nuclear S phase [14]. This
timing contrasts that of mammalian mDNA, which
replicates randomly during the cell cycle [15]. Second,
the kDNA disk is surrounded by multiple proteins that
catalyze various steps in replication [16–26]. Figure 3
shows the locations of some of these proteins. With some
proteins, the positioning is cell cycle dependent; they
assemble around the kDNA disk when replication starts
and disassemble when it is complete [17,22,27]. Third,
minicircles do not replicate while linked to the network
[28]. Instead, they are released individually from the
network, by a topoisomerase II, to replicate as free
minicircles. The progeny free minicircles then reattach
to the network, a reaction also mediated by a topo-
isomerase II. Fourth, the minicircles are covalently closed
before replication but after replication they contain at
least one nick or gap that persists until all minicircles
have undergone replication. These nicks or gaps are
thought to mark the minicircle as having completed
replication, ensuring that each minicircle replicates
once, and only once, per generation.
Minicircle replication

Figure 3 shows the current view of minicircle replication.
Although this model is coherent and consistent with
available data, it is a work in progress and some features
are not rigorously proven. Prior to their replication,
minicircles are individually released from the network
into the kinetoflagellar zone (KFZ), a specialized region of
TRENDS in Parasitology 
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the mitochondrial matrix between the kDNA disk and the
flagellar basal body [29]. The ellipse in theKFZ of the cell in
Figure 2a represents a freeminicircle (shown in red), drawn
approximately to scale. Also localized within the KFZ are
proteins that initiate minicircle replication. The universal
minicircle-sequence-binding protein (UMSBP) binds to
the replication origin and triggers replication initiation
[22,30–33]. Initiation probably involves assembly of pro-
teins at the replication origin, including primase (which
synthesizesanRNAprimer for initiatinganewDNAstrand)
[20], and the replicative polymerases (probably DNA
polymerases IB and IC) [21]. These and other proteins
generate a replication fork and propagate it around the
minicircle through q-type intermediates. Replication is
unidirectional, with the leading strand synthesized con-
tinuously and the lagging strand synthesized in short
Okazaki fragments. All of these steps of minicircle replica-
tion occur in the KFZ. We speculate that segregation of the
daughter minicircles also occurs in the KFZ.

The daughter free minicircles then migrate from the
KFZ to the antipodal sites, two protein assemblies that
flank the kDNA disk and are positioned 1808 apart
(Figures 2a and 3). Within the antipodal sites, the next
reactions of minicircle replication occur; these are
catalyzed by a handful of enzymes localized in these
sites. These reactions include removal of RNA primers
by structure-specific endonuclease-1 [17], filling in of
many of the gaps between Okazaki fragments by DNA
polymerase b [19,34] and sealing resulting nicks by DNA
ligase kb [18,26]. The newly replicated free minicircles,
still containing at least one nick or gap, are then attached
by a topoisomerase II to the network periphery adjacent
to the antipodal sites [16,35]. Therefore, the replicating
T. brucei network grows laterally, as seen by comparing
the EMs in Figures 2a and 2b.

The model described so far is mostly based on
experiments determining the intramitochondrial location
(a)

(b)

TdT

TdT
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Figure 4. Distribution of newly synthesized (nicked or gapped) minicircles in replica

(b) Trypanosoma cruzi. The top rows of panels (a) and (b) show networks with nicked a

(green) using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT). The bottom rows show the sa

network replication progresses from left to right. (c) Model of kDNA replication in T. bruc

progeny minicircles attach predominantly at network poles (thick black regions). (d) Mo

kDNA disk (arrows), nicked and gapped minicircles attach uniformly around the kDNA

permission, from Ref. [41].
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of free minicircle replication intermediates and proteins
of known catalytic activity. Some of the more specula-
tive features of the model need further investigation, and
RNA interference (RNAi) experiments are now proving
useful for that purpose. For example, RNAi knockdown
of the topoisomerase II localized in the antipodal sites
results in accumulation of nicked or gapped free mini-
circles and shrinkage of the network [35]. The accumu-
lation results from failure of the antipodal topoisomerase
to attach the nicked or gapped progeny minicircles to the
network periphery, and network shrinkage is attributed to
uninterrupted minicircle release by another topo-
isomerase. Similar experiments are clarifying the function
of other kDNA-replication proteins [21,26].

Maxicircle replication

There is much less known about maxicircle replication.
Similarly to minicircles, maxicircles initiate unidirec-
tional replication at a discrete origin (in the noncoding
region), forming q structures [36]. Unlike minicircles,
maxicircles do not detach from the network during
replication [36,37].

Changes in the network during kDNA replication

As mentioned above, T. brucei nicked or gapped progeny-
free minicircles attach to the network predominantly at
peripheral sites 1808 apart [38–41]. Figure 4a shows the
progression of T. brucei kDNA replication, as visualized by
fluorescence microscopy; the nicked or gapped minicircles
in isolated networks had been labeled in vitro with
fluorescent nucleotides [41]. Initially, the networks con-
tain only covalently closed minicircles (left-hand panel).
As replication progresses, nicked or gapped minicircles
accumulate at the network poles, and eventually the
elongated network becomes dumbbell shaped. Finally, all
minicircles become covalently closed and the network
splits in two.
(c)

(d)
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Surprisingly, there is a completely different labeling
pattern when the same fluorescence method is applied to
isolated networks from Trypanosoma cruzi, C. fasciculata,
or Leishmania tarentolae (see example of T. cruzi net-
works in Figure 4b) [41]. Rather than polar labeling, the
nicked or gapped progeny minicircles are attached
uniformly around the network periphery, forming a ring
that grows in thickness as replication proceeds. Progeny
minicircles from C. fasciculata also attach to the network
at sites 1808 apart, adjacent to the antipodal sites [42,43].
So, how do they become distributed around the network
periphery? Amazingly, there is compelling evidence for
relative movement between the kinetoplast disk (KD) and
the antipodal sites [43]. We have proposed that the KD
actually rotates between fixed antipodal sites (and this is
assumed in this article) but we cannot rule out the
possibility that it is the antipodal sites that move [43].
Rotation of the disk (at a measured rate of one revolution
in 12 minutes) would enable minicircles to attach along
the network periphery, as shown diagrammatically in
Figure 4d. After one turn, rotation would continue, with
minicircles attaching in a spiral pattern.

Based on the predominantly polar attachment of
minicircles to T. brucei networks, we have assumed that
this parasite has a stationary kinetoplast [39]. This
pattern is shown in Figure 4c. However, recent studies
have raised the possibility of movement of the T. brucei
kinetoplast. Instead of rotating, it might oscillate back and
forth, distributing newly replicated minicircles around the
network poles (Y. Liu and P. T. Englund, unpublished).

Nothing is known about the motors driving kinetoplast
motion, or why it occurs. One possible function of this
movement is to maintain an orderly structure of the
network as minicircles are released and reattached during
replication. Kinetoplast motion controls the final shape
of the replicating network, similarly to the dumbbell in
T. brucei and the approximately circular networks in
T. cruzi, C. fasciculata, and L. tarentolae. Further
possible functions of kinetoplast motion have also been
described [5].

The final stages of kDNA replication

When all minicircles in a network have replicated, their
copy number has doubled and all contain nicks or gaps.
The following paragraphs describe three events occurring
in the final stages of network replication.

First, in C. fasciculata there are changes in network
topology [44]. In a prereplication network, as mentioned
above, each minicircle is linked to an average of three
neighboring minicircles [9]. During replication, as the
minicircle copy number increases, the number of neigh-
bors also increases, approaching six [44]. This change is
probably a result of increasing the minicircle number
without increasing the available space for the network
(EMs, such as those shown in Figure 2, suggest that
lateral expansion could be prevented by the mitochondrial
membrane or by the antipodal sites). Support for this
hypothesis comes from EMs showing that the growing
network does not increase its surface area but instead
becomes more crowded with minicircles [44]. When
replication is complete, there is a decrease in crowdedness,
www.sciencedirect.com
the network surface area doubles (possibly because space
in the mitochondrial matrix enlarges) and the number of
neighboring minicircles drops back to three. These
changes in network topology must be mediated by a
topoisomerase II that is accessible to all minicircles within
the kDNA disk.

Second, the minicircle nicks and gaps are repaired and
the network splits in two. In T. brucei, the scission of the
double-size network could be straightforward. Release of
the last few covalently closed, unreplicated minicircles
from the center of the dumbbell-shaped network could
separate the progeny networks. In C. fasciculata, the
double-size network is not dumbbell-shaped but nearly
round. Scission involves cutting along the diameter of the
network to form two equal-sized progeny [45]. Cutting
must involve a topoisomerase II but the factors restricting
its activity to a line along the network diameter are
unknown.

Third, the progeny networks segregate into the
daughter cells during cytokinesis. Remarkably, this
process is mediated by molecular connections between
the flagellar basal bodies and the segregating kDNA
networks [46]. Such connections were first revealed by
solubilizing networks with nonionic detergents and then
identifying complexes in which the network is linked to
the end of the flagellum. The molecules linking the kDNA
to the flagellar basal body are unknown. However, EM has
revealed a filament system connecting the two that
traverses the mitochondrial double membrane [47,48]
(Figures 2 and 5). As shown in Figure 5c, moving apart of
the two flagella during cytokinesis is thought to pull the
progeny networks into the daughter cells.

Maintenance of the minicircle repertoire

As mentioned above, kDNA networks contain a variety of
different minicircle sequences, with each sequence class
having a different copy number [12]. Because each type of
minicircle encodes different guide RNAs, complete loss of a
minicircle class during replication could prevent proper
editing and result in lethality. Mathematical modeling
has shown that random segregation of minicircle progeny
into daughter networks would result in rapid loss of essen-
tial minicircles [49]. Therefore, the kDNA-replication
mechanism must have evolved to minimize this possibility.

How is the minicircle repertoire preserved? A mechan-
ism to ensure that each minicircle replicates once, and
only once, per generation would help prevent minicircle
loss. As described earlier, this is achieved by marking the
replicated minicircles with one or more nicks or gaps, thus
preventing a second round of replication. In addition, a
mechanism ensuring that sister minicircles migrate to
different antipodal sites would increase the probability
that they ultimately segregate into different daughter
networks (Figure 3). Although there is no evidence that
this occurs, the fact that partly replicated networks (either
from T. brucei or C. fasciculata) always seem symmetrical
is consistent with this idea. Such amechanismmight have
some inherent imprecision, explaining the slow change
over time of the L. tarentolae minicircle repertoire [50].
Further discussion of this issue has been published
elsewhere [5].
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Figure 5. The filament system connecting the KD and the flagellar basal body. This system – which comprises unilateral filaments, differentiated mitochondrial membranes

and exclusion-zone filaments – is known as the tripartite attachment complex (TAC) [48]. (a) A kinetoplast before replication. (b) A kinetoplast, flanked by antipodal sites,

undergoing replication; the flagellar system and TAC duplicate during this period. (c) Daughter kinetoplasts being segregated by their linkage to the flagellar basal bodies,

which are moving apart. Figure reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [48].
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Refining the replication model

Although the model in Figure 3 describes a reasonable
scheme for kDNA replication, unsolved mysteries persist
(Box 1). Currently, the best available way to answer
these questions and refine the replication model is to
discover new proteins, localize them around the kDNA
disk, and identify their function in replication. The first
kDNA-replication protein identified, the antipodal topo-
isomerase II, established the value of this approach [52]. It
revealed a crucial component of the replication machinery,
and its immunolocalization in the antipodal sites pro-
vided the first indication that replication enzymes are
assembled at specific sites around the kDNA [16].
Similarly, the in-depth study of the UMSBP is providing
valuable information on how minicircle replication
initiates and how it is controlled [22,30–33,53].

The model in Figure 3 shows fewer than a dozen
proteins. However, the complexity of kDNA replication
suggests that more than 100 proteins are required to
replicate and maintain kDNA. This number is in contrast
to the ten or fewer proteins required to propagate a
replication fork in some simple bacteriophage DNAs.
Box 1. Unsolved mysteries

† What is the detailed replication mechanism for individual

minicircles and maxicircles?

† Which topoisomerase II releases minicircles into the KFZ, and

what restricts its activity to minicircles that are covalently closed?

† What factors control the timing of kDNA replication in the cell

cycle (in addition to those conferring periodic control of the levels

of mRNA for kDNA replication proteins [51])?

† What promotes the assembly of replication proteins in specific

intramitochondrial sites during the replicative phase?

† How do the minicircles migrate from the KFZ to the antipodal

sites? It seems that the distance is too far to rely on free diffusion

[compare the size of the freeminicircle (shown in red) in Figure 2a

with distance to antipodal sites].

† What controls the scission of the double-size network into two

equal-sized daughter networks, especially in Crithidia fasciculata?

† How does the kDNA disk rotate or oscillate, and how is this

motion affected by the filament system described in Figure 5?

† What molecules constitute these filaments and how are they

connected to the kDNA?

† How do these filaments facilitate segregation of the daughter

networks?

www.sciencedirect.com
How can new proteins be discovered?

The first kDNA-replication proteins were identified by
enzyme purification. This endeavor requires a clear idea of
what you are looking for and the availability of a simple
assay to assess purification. Purification is most practical
from C. fasciculata, which can be grown in 100-L
quantities.

A newer approach is to exploit genomics. Finding
sequences in the parasite genome which are homologous
to known replication proteins from other organisms is
easy and has revealed several new kDNA-replication
proteins. Again, it is necessary to know what you are
looking for.

There are now two new approaches for discovery of
kDNA-replication proteins that require no prior knowl-
edge of the function of a protein. These are a proteomics
strategy and a forward genetics method using an RNAi
library. The proteomics approach is based on the
assumption that many replication proteins bind to DNA.
Fractionation of soluble proteins from isolated T. brucei
mitochondria on a DNA affinity column, followed by
sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophor-
esis purification of the DNA-binding proteins, led to the
identification of candidates by mass spectrometry. This
procedure revealed several known replication proteins
and uncovered some new ones.

The RNAi library consists of a population of trypano-
somes with each cell containing an RNAi vector [54] with a
random fragment of genomic DNA [55–57]. Following
RNAi induction, cells expressing the desired phenotype
can be cloned after selection or screening. The gene
responsible for the phenotype can then be identified by
polymerase chain reaction and sequencing of the insert in
the RNAi vector.

How can one screen for kDNA-replication genes? RNAi
knockdown of replication proteins often leads to the
disappearance of kDNA, and it is straightforward to
screen for kDNA loss. Unfortunately, this loss is lethal.
However, this problem can be circumvented by cloning the
library before screening for RNAi-dependent kDNA loss in
individual clones [57]. The induced cells will die but the
responsible gene can be identified by polymerase chain
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reaction of a sample of the cloned cell line not induced for
RNAi. This approach has led to the discovery of about six
new proteins, and further screening will reveal many
others.

Fromwork in our laboratory (B. Liu et al., unpublished)
and other laboratories, we now know w33 proteins that
seem to be involved in kDNA replication or maintenance,
and studies are under way to identify their functions. One
unexpected finding is that kinetoplastids have consider-
able redundancy in enzymatic activity. Database search-
ing and intracellular localization of candidate proteins
have revealed that T. brucei mitochondria contain six
DNA polymerases [21,25], five helicases (B. Liu et al.,
unpublished) and three DNA ligases [18,26] (M. Lindsay
et al., unpublished). Other eukaryotes have one example
of each. This multiplicity of enzymes could be a result of
the complexity of kDNA replication or of the primitive
nature of these parasites. This redundancy suggests that
our prediction of 100 kDNA-replication proteins might be
a substantial underestimate.

Concluding remarks

Identification of new proteins is currently the most direct
route to understanding kDNA replication. Powerful tools
are now available for protein discovery. New proteins can
be localized in themitochondrion, using specific antibodies
or epitope tags. They can be expressed as recombinant
proteins to study biochemical activity. Their in vivo
function can be assessed using RNAi. It is now easy to
find new kDNA-replication proteins. It is much harder to
determine their functions.
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